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We present a theoretical study of the structure and
dynamics of water–carbon tetrachloride liquid–liquid
interface by means of ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations. We have studied the density profiles,
orientational profiles, hydrogen bond distributions,
vibrational power spectra, diffusion, orientational relaxation, hydrogen bond dynamics and vibrational
spectral diffusion of bulk and interfacial molecules.
We have also provided an analysis of vacancies present in the interfacial system using Voronoi polyhedra
method. The hydrogen bonding interaction is found to
be weakened at the interface compared to that in the
bulk phase of water. Weakly hydrogen bonded and
non-hydrogen bonded water molecules at the interface
give rise to peaks at different positions of the vibrational power spectrum. Diffusion and orientational relaxation of water molecules are also found to be faster
at the interface, which can be correlated with the
vacancies present in the system. The dynamics of
vibrational spectral diffusion is studied by means
of frequency–time correlations calculated through a
time-series analysis using the wavelet method and the
results of spectral diffusion are correlated with the
dynamics of hydrogen bond fluctuations and that of
non-hydrogen bonded hydroxyl modes in the bulk and
interfacial regions.
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Introduction
T HIS article deals with a detailed theoretical study of
structural and dynamical properties of the liquid–liquid
interface of water and carbon tetrachloride (CCl4). Water
is a unique solvent that plays a key role in a wide range
of chemical, physical and biological processes1–7. Its
uniqueness is due to its polarity and hydrogen bond properties which make it a universal solvent. Many theoreti*For correspondence. (e-mail: amalen@iitk.ac.in)
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cal and experimental studies have been carried out to
develop a molecular picture of the structure and bonding
of water at interfaces with other solids, liquids and gaseous systems. Studies of liquid–liquid interfaces of water
with nonpolar hydrophobic solvents are of great importance in the fields of chemistry, biology, physics and
environmental sciences. In the biological domain, membrane formation, protein folding, micelle formation and
exchange of molecules across the cell membrane and
many other processes involve interfaces where the interaction of water with a hydrophobic surface plays an
important role. Water molecules in the presence of a nonpolar hydrophobic surface suffer loss of hydrogen bonding partners at the interface8–12, hence their behaviour can
be rather different from those in bulk water where each
water molecule is strongly hydrogen bonded to others in
its vicinity. Water–carbon tetrachloride system provides
an interesting liquid–liquid interfacial system, where behaviour of water near a fluid hydrophobic surface can be
studied. This system has been studied in the past through
both experimental and theoretical means. On the experimental side, Richmond and coworkers13–18 used sum
frequency generation (SFG) method to look at the interfacial behaviour of water–carbon tetrachloride and also
some of the other liquid–liquid interfacial systems. These
interfacial systems have also been studied by others19–25.
For water–CCl4 interface, it was found that unlike water
vapour system, the hydrogen bond strength of water
molecules at the interface is weaker for water–CCl4 system. Further studies involving Raman spectral analysis
also revealed the weakening of the hydrogen bonds of
water molecules at the water–CCl4 interface26.
On the theoretical side, molecular dynamics simulations for water–CCl4 and related liquid–liquid systems
have been carried out by several groups using classical
potential models18,27–38. In particular, we note the work of
Benjamin29, where classical molecular dynamics simulations of water–carbon tetrachloride and also of water–1-2
dichloroethane and water–nitrobenzene were performed.
It was found that at the interfacial region, the hydrogen
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bonded water molecules take more time to find a new hydrogen bonding partner due to lack of the adjacent nonhydrogen bonded water molecules and this led to a slower
hydrogen bond dynamics at the interface. The polarizable
potential models have also been used to calculate the orientational correlations and the potential of mean force of
water dimer in bulk water and in carbon tetrachloride and
also the electrostatic properties at the interfaces33,34 . It
was shown that the differences in these properties in bulk
and interfacial phases mainly arise from changes in the
hydrogen bonding structure of water molecules in the two
regions. Apart from this, theoretical studies regarding the
behaviour of the solute molecules at liquid–liquid interfaces have also been performed. These work include
vibrational relaxation30, solvation dynamics31, transport
mechanism of ions35,37 and organic solutes36 across interfaces. Structural analysis of liquid–liquid interfaces at the
molecular level has also been done using the method of
so called ‘identification of the truly interfacial molecules’
(ITIM)39–41. These authors looked at the width and orientational properties of water–carbon tetrachloride and
other related systems. It was found that the water molecules located at the interface with an apolar phase experience a rather special local environment due to which the
water molecules form hydrogen bonds with their
neighbouring water molecules that are stronger than the
water–water hydrogen bonds in the bulk liquid phase40.
This is different from the experimental findings reported
in the literature16,26. Monte-Carlo calculations have also
been carried out for studying the hydrogen bonded
structure in the vicinity of apolar surfaces such as water–
carbon tetrachloride and water–dichloroethane interfaces42. Several molecular properties of the interfaces
such as interaction energies, hydrogen bond statistics and
angle distributions were calculated. Studies of the intermolecular interactions and stable configurations for the
1 : 1 molecular clusters of methanol–CCl4 and water–
CCl4 have also been carried out using ab initio molecular
dynamics calculations43 .
In the present work, we have carried out a detailed
analysis of the structural and dynamical properties of
water–carbon tetrachloride interface using the method of
ab initio molecular dynamics44,45. Structural and dynamical properties are studied through calculations of various
equilibrium and time-correlation functions, including an
analysis of vacancies using the Voronoi polyhedra
method and a time-series analysis using the wavelet
method. A thorough analysis of this liquid–liquid interfacial system by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations
without using any empirical potential is presented here.
In the present method, the quantum many-body potentials
and the forces are calculated on the fly-through quantum
electronic structure calculations within density functional
theory. We have looked at various structural properties
like hydrogen bond distributions, orientational profiles,
voids in the system, vibrational power spectrum and
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frequency distributions of water molecules in the bulk
and interfacial regions. On the dynamical side, we have
studied the diffusion, orientational relaxation, dynamics
of hydrogen bonds and dangling hydroxyl modes and also
the dynamics of vibrational frequency fluctuations.
Again, these calculations are done for both bulk and
interfacial molecules. Connections are made with the
experimental results wherever available for the current
interfacial system.
We have organized the rest of the article as follows.
The simulation details are discussed in the next section.
The results of the structural properties of the current system are then discussed followed by the vibrational spectral properties of bulk and interfacial water molecules.
We then present various dynamical properties and finally
summarize our conclusions.

Simulation details
We first carried out a classical molecular dynamics simulation using model potentials46,47 to create the initial configuration of water and CCl4 molecules at a temperature
of 300 K. Our simulation system consists of a total of 121
molecules containing 401 atoms (102 water and 19 CCl4
molecules). First we simulated the water and CCl4 in two
separate cubic boxes, each of length 14.5 Å, at their
experimental bulk densities at room temperature. These
cubic boxes were periodically replicated in all the three
dimensions. After the bulk liquids were separately equilibrated for 1 ns, these two boxes were joined along the
z-dimension and the resultant larger rectangular box
hence formed was taken as the simulation box for the
next phase of the simulation runs. The dimensions of the
larger rectangular box were 14.5 Å along x and y directions and 29.0 Å along the z direction. The system was
equilibrated for 2 ns by imposing periodic boundary conditions in all the three dimensions. The final configuration after the classical runs was taken as the initial
configuration for the ab initio simulations. The ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out by
employing the Car–Parrinello method44 and the CPMD
code48 . The electronic structure of the extended simulation system was represented by the Kohn–Sham (KS)
formulation49 of density functional theory within a plane
wave basis. The core electrons were treated via the Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials50 and the plane-wave
expansion of the KS orbitals was truncated at a
kinetic energy of 25 Ry. A fictitious mass of  = 800 au
was assigned to the electronic degrees of freedom and the
coupled equations of motion describing the system
dynamics were integrated using a time step of 5 au. The
mass of deuterium was assigned to all the hydrogen
atoms. We have used the BLYP density functional in the
present simulations51. We equilibrated the systems for
10 ps in canonical ensemble and thereafter, we continued
our runs in microcanonical ensemble for another 25 ps for
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 106, NO. 9, 10 MAY 2014
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the calculation of various equilibrium and dynamical
properties. The average density of water as found for the
homogeneous bulk region was close to 1 g cm −3 and that
of CCl4 was close to the desired value of 1.58 g cm −3.
The average simulation temperature was found to be
around 305 K.

Structural properties
Density and orientational profiles and hydrogen
bond distribution
The density profiles of an interfacial system describe the
inhomogeneity of the interface and also help in locating
the interfacial region and its thickness. We have calculated the density profiles of water and CCl 4 molecules
across the interface by calculating the average number of
water and carbon tetrachloride molecules in slabs of
thickness z = 0.14 Å and the results are shown in Figure
1 a. In this figure, we have shown the variation of density
with z, where the coordinate z is along the surface normal
and the centre of the simulation system is located at z = 0.
For a liquid–liquid interface, the interfacial region starts
where the densities of both liquids start decreasing from
their bulk values. For the present system, it is seen that
two density profiles cross at around z = 0, which can be
taken as the centre of the interfacial zone. It is found that
while the density of both the liquids decreases toward the
centre of the interface, this decrease is not as sharp as
was found for liquid–vapour interfaces. In order to have
an estimate of the width of the interfacial region, we have
used an extension of the so-called 90–10 rule that is
commonly applied to liquid–vapour interfaces. On either
side, we consider the beginning of the interface as the
location where the density of the liquid on that side
decreases to 90% of its bulk value. According to this
definition, the width of the water–CCl4 interface is found
to be 5.03 Å, which is higher than typical width of about
3–4 Å for aqueous liquid–vapour interface reported in
earlier studies52–59. We also note in this context that the

interfacial width has a contribution from capillary
waves60–66 which give rise to an additional component of
the width due to thermal fluctuations in the position of
the interface. Hence, the observed changes of the number
densities at interfaces have contributions both from intrinsic changes of the density profiles and also from
broadening due to capillary wave fluctuations as allowed
by the length and timescales of the present simulations.
We have also calculated the molecular orientation of
water molecules near the CCl4 surface. The orientation of
a water molecule is defined in terms of the angle  that
the molecular dipole vector makes with the surface normal along the z axis. In Figure 1 b, we have shown the
angular distributions of water molecules in the bulk and
interfacial regions. It can be seen that in the bulk phase,
the probability distribution is almost uniform since there
is no preferred orientation of water molecules in the homogeneous bulk phase. However, for the interfacial water
molecules, a maximum is found at around cos  = 0,
which means that the molecules at the interface prefer to
orient with their dipoles parallel to the surface. One H
atom of water points towards the CCl 4 side and the other
hydrogen points towards the aqueous phase. This can be
related to the findings of Richmond and coworkers67, who
found that the parameter S1 < 0 for water molecules at the
interface, which means that the interface mainly consists
of water molecules with one of their OH bonds projecting
towards the bulk water phase and another pointing
towards CCl4 phase. Also, some of the water molecules at
the interface are oriented such that the two OH bonds
are in the plane of the interface. The hydrogen bond distribution of the water molecules is shown in Figure 1 c. It
is calculated from the average number of hydrogen bonds
per water molecule in the slabs of thickness z = 0.14 Å.
We have used a geometric criterion where two water
molecules are taken to be hydrogen bonded if their hydrogen–oxygen distance is less than 2.4 Å. Since the
number of water molecules decreases on approaching the
interface, the number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule is also found to decrease in the interfacial region.

Figure 1. a, Density profiles of water and carbon tetrachloride; b, Orientation profiles of water; c, Hydrogen bond distributions of water in bulk and
interfacial regions.
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Figure 2. Probability distribution of (a) radius of vacancies and (b) volume of Voronoi polyhedra of water
molecules in the bulk and interfacial regions.

Analysis of vacancies

Vibrational frequencies

Apart from density profiles, another way of characterizing the structural properties of a liquid system is by
calculating the vacancies present in the system. The
vacancies are calculated using the method of Voronoi
polyhedra (VP) analysis68, the details of which can be
found in ref. 69. From a set of configuration of atoms, we
can generate a tessellation in the three-dimensional space
known as the Voronoi tessellation. This consists of repeated units of the Voronoi polyhedra regions of atoms.
A Voronoi polyhedra region of an atom i, i , is defined
as the region in which all points in the space are closer to
that atom than to any other atom and the vacancy radius
is defined as the distance between the Voronoi polyhedra
vertex and the atom 70,71. Another way of defining the
void space is through Delaunay triangulation72. Voronoi
polyhedra and Delaunay triangulation are complementary
to each other. We have carried out the Voronoi and Delaunay tessellation analysis by using the algorithm given
in refs 69, 73. We have calculated the radius of vacancies
and the volume of VP along the z coordinate of the
water–CCl4 system to show how the radius of vacancies
and the volume of VP change as we move from the bulk
phases toward the interface. In carrying out the Voronoi
analysis, we have considered the coordinates of only the
heavy atoms. In Figure 2, we have shown the distributions of the radius of vacancies and the volume of VP of
the bulk and interfacial water molecules. The most probable radius of vacancies in bulk water is found to be
2.3 Å and it is 3.2 Å at the interface. The most probable
radius of vacancies in bulk CCl4 phase is 3.75 Å. Since
the number of water molecules decreases at the interfacial
region, the vacancy radius and the volume of VP also
increase. As CCl4 has less number density, the size of the
vacancies and VP in the bulk phase of this liquid is
higher than that in bulk liquid water.

Time series analysis
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The time-dependent vibrational frequencies of the OD
bonds are calculated through a time-series analysis of the
ab initio molecular dynamics trajectories using wavelet
method74. Here we briefly outline the key points of the
method, since the details are available elsewhere74–78. In
this method, a time-dependent function f (t) is expressed
in terms of the basis functions which are constructed as
the translations and dilations of the mother wavelet .
For the mother wavelet, we have used the Morlet–
Grossman wavelet79.

 (t ) 

2
2
1
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(1)

with  = 1,  = 2 and i represents the imaginary number.
The mother wavelet is scaled by a factor of a and translated by a factor of b to give
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The coefficients of the wavelet expansion of f (t) are
given by the wavelet transform of f (t), which is defined as
L f (a, b) 

1
a
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 a 
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for a > 0 and b real. Therefore, L f(a, b) gives the frequency content of f (t) over the time window about b. The
inverse of the scale factor a is proportional to the
frequency. Following our previous work76–78, the timedependent function f (t) for an OD bond is constructed as
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a complex function with the real and the imaginary parts
corresponding to the instantaneous fluctuations in OD
distance and the momentum along the OD vector at time
t. The stretch frequency of this bond at time t = b is then
determined from the scale a that maximizes the modulus
of the corresponding wavelet transform at b.

(4)

hydrogen bonds with their peaks for the bonded and dangling OD modes (of also AA/A types) located at around
2475 and 2580 cm −1 respectively. Therefore, as the hydrogen bond strength of water molecules decreases, the
corresponding frequency of the OD modes increases. This
calculated power spectrum of interfacial water molecules
can be nicely correlated with experimental studies16.
In Figure 3 b, we have shown the frequency distribution calculated from the wavelet analysis for the hydrogen bonded (through D) and free OD groups present in
the bulk and interface. Here it is found that the frequencies of the interfacial molecules are somewhat higher
than those of the bulk molecules. The frequencies of nonhydrogen bonded OD modes of interfacial molecules are
most blue-shifted, whereas hydrogen bonded OD modes
in the bulk phase are maximally red-shifted. These results
are in accordance with those of our power spectrum
calculations shown in Figure 3 a. In Figure 4, we have

where C(t) represents the time correlation of atomic
velocities. We have studied the power spectrum of the
bulk and interfacial water molecules at the stretching
regions. Figure 3 a presents the power spectrum of the
O-D stretch modes of bulk and interfacial water molecules. The power spectrum of the bulk molecules mainly
consists of a broad spectrum of the strongly hydrogen
bonded water molecules, whereas the power spectrum of
the interfacial molecules consists of a broad spectral region arising from hydrogen bonded OD modes and a
sharp peak arising from the dangling OD modes at the interface. We have also calculated the population distribution of water molecules in different hydrogen bonding
environments in the interfacial region. In Figure 3 a (inset), the population distribution at the interface is shown,
where it can be seen that the population of water with a
dangling OD bond is maximum. At the interface, the
probability of finding single donor (SD)-type water molecule is maximum (about 52%) and the probability of finding a double donor (DD)-type water and a non-donor
(ND)-type water is 39% and 9% respectively. In the bulk
phase, the population of the DD-type water molecules increases to about 69% and that of SD-type water molecules decreases to 31%. From the calculations of power
spectral analysis of water molecules in different hydrogen
bonding environments, we could assign the different
peaks of the spectrum of the interface to different types
of water molecules present in the region. Since water
molecules with two acceptors and two donors (AADD
type) are the ones which are maximally hydrogen bonded,
they show maximum red shift and the corresponding peak
for OD stretch is found to be at about 2228 cm −1. This is
followed by the ADD molecules having one acceptor and
two donor hydrogen bonds with their OD stretch peak
appearing at 2330–2360 cm −1 . Next comes the spectrum
of the AD molecules with one acceptor and one donor

Figure 3. Power spectrum (a) and Probability distribution (b) of OD
stretch frequencies of water molecules in bulk and interfacial regions. (Insets) Population distribution of interfacial water in different hydrogen
bonding states and the assignment of peaks at different frequencies to OD
modes of water in different hydrogen bonding states.

Vibrational power spectrum
Information about the effects of hydrogen bonds on the
dynamical behaviour of bulk and interfacial water molecules can be obtained from the power spectral analysis of
velocity autocorrelation function of water molecules. The
power spectrum of the velocity correlation function is
defined as the cosine transform as follows


S ( )   C (t ) cos  t dt ,
0
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In Figure 5, we have shown the time dependence of MSD
of the bulk and interfacial water molecules. For the interface, we have shown the time dependence of MSD of interfacial molecules divided by the corresponding survival
probability. The diffusion coefficients of water as obtained from the long time slopes of the results shown in
Figure 5 are found to be 0.46  10−5 cm2 s−1 and 1.97 
10−5 cm2 s−1 for bulk and interfacial regions respectively.
The diffusion coefficient of CCl4 is 0.13  10−5 cm2 s−1
for bulk and 0.27  10−5 cm 2 s−1 for the interface. Clearly,
the interfacial molecules are more diffusive than the bulk
molecules, which can be attributed to the reduced number
density, less number of hydrogen bonds and weaker
intermolecular interactions in the interfacial region.

Orientational relaxation

Figure 4. Snapshots taken from the simulation trajectory showing water
in different hydrogen bonding states at the interface. Details are given in
the text.

shown snapshots of water molecules in different hydrogen bonding environments in the interfacial region.

Dynamical properties
Diffusion
In the present water–carbon tetrachloride system, water
molecules can move between interfacial and bulk phases,
hence the probability of an interfacial molecule to remain
continuously at the interface is not unity. The diffusion
coefficient of water molecules in such an interface is
calculated using the method of Liu et al.80 which involves
calculations of the mean square displacement and survival probability of a molecule in the interfacial region.
We define Pc(t) as the continuous survival probability of
a molecule to remain continuously in the interfacial region over the time interval from t = 0 to t and x(t)2i as
the mean square displacement along the x-direction of the
particles that remain in the interfacial region over the
time interval t = 0 to t. The long time limit of the interfacial mean square displacement (MSD) is given by80
x(t)2i = 2Pc(t)Dx(I)t.

Cl (t ) 

ˆ  e(
ˆ t ))
 Pl (e(0)
,
ˆ  e(0))
ˆ
 Pl (e(0)


(7)

where Pl is the Legendre polynomial of rank l and ê(t )
denotes the unit vector along the dipole vector. The
experimentally measured rotational anisotropy is directly
related to the second-rank rotational function C2(t). We
have estimated the reorientational relaxation of the molecular dipole C2 (t) vectors for the bulk and interfacial
regions. The time dependence of the second-rank orientational correlation function of dipole vectors of the bulk
and interfacial molecules is shown in Figure 6. The second-rank orientational time for the bulk and interface as
obtained by integrating C2 (t) is 4.38 and 3.89 ps respectively. As evident from this figure, there is a fast inertial
decay followed by a slower diffusional relaxation. The
weight of the inertial decay component is found to be
higher for the interfacial molecules as these molecules
can rotate more freely due to lower density and reduced
number of hydrogen bonds.

Dynamics of hydrogen bonds
(5)

Hence the parallel diffusion coefficient of the interfacial molecules along the x and y-directions will be
given by
1212

The rotational dynamics of water molecules is an important dynamical property since it is known to play a primary role in the breaking and reformation of hydrogen
bonds. It is calculated from the orientational relaxation of
the dipole vector of water molecules. The orientational
time correlation function Cl (t) is given by

The main objective of this section is to study the hydrogen bond dynamics of water molecules in the vicinity of
CCl4 surface. We have calculated the hydrogen bond
dynamics of the system using the population correlation
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 106, NO. 9, 10 MAY 2014
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Figure 5. Time dependence of the mean square displacement of bulk and interfacial (a) water and (b) CCl4
molecules. For the interfacial molecules, the mean square displacement is divided by the continuous survival
probability.

Figure 6. Time dependence of the second-rank dipole orientational correlation functions of water molecules in the bulk and interfacial regions.

Table 1. Values of the average lifetimes of hydrogen
bonds ( HB ) and dangling OD modes ( DH)
Region
Bulk
Interface

HB (ps)

DH (ps)

2.25
1.80

0.20
1.85

function approach. Following previous work81–87, we define
a continuous hydrogen bond population variable, H(t),
which is unity if two molecules remain continuously hydrogen bonded from time t = 0 to t = t, and it is zero otherwise. The continuous correlation function SHB(t) is then
defined as SHB = H(0)H(t)/H(0)2, where … denotes
an average over all water pairs in a given region. So, it
gives the probability that an initially hydrogen bonded
water pair in a given region remains bonded at all times
up to t. The associated integrated relaxation time HB
gives the average hydrogen bond lifetime. We have used
a set of geometric criteria to define the hydrogen bonds
between two water molecules as described in the previous
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 106, NO. 9, 10 MAY 2014

section. The results of SHB for the bulk and interfacial
water molecules are shown in Figure 7. The lifetimes of
hydrogen bonds, as obtained by integration of SHB(t), are
found to be 2.25 and 1.8 ps respectively, for bulk and
interfacial regions. The bulk hydrogen bond lifetime
agrees well with our previous ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of bulk water76.
We have also calculated the continuous correlation
function of dangling OD modes, SDH(t), which gives the
probability that an initially non-hydrogen-bonded OD
group remains dangling at all times from t = 0 to time t.
In Figure 7, we have shown the time dependence of
SDH(t) of the bulk and interfacial water molecules. The
average lifetimes of OD bonds of the bulk and the interfacial water molecules to remain continuously dangling,
which we refer to as the dangling lifetimes, are 0.19 and
1.85 ps respectively. In bulk water, the breaking and
making of hydrogen bonds take place more frequently.
Hence the lifetime of a dangling OD mode is very small.
However, less number of water molecules is present at
the interface and hence there is less cooperativity among
molecules leading to a reduced scope of forming new
hydrogen bonds unlike bulk water. This lack of cooperativity leads to a situation where a dangling OD mode
remains dangling for a longer time. The values of the
hydrogen bond and dangling OD time scales are shown in
Table 1.

Time correlation of frequency fluctuations
The stretching frequencies of water molecules are highly
sensitive to their local environments. Hence the dynamics
of frequency fluctuations of OD stretch modes can be
used to gain insights into environmental fluctuations, particularly those in the hydrogen bonds. The time dependence
of vibrational frequency fluctuations is called vibrational
spectral diffusion and it can be studied through calculations
1213
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Figure 7. Time dependence of (a) continuous hydrogen bond correlation function SHB(t) and (b) continuous
dangling correlation function SDH(t) of the bulk and interfacial water molecules.

Figure 8. Time correlation function of fluctuating frequencies of OD
modes of water molecules in the bulk and interfacial regions.

Table 2. Relaxation times (with corresponding weights) of
frequency correlations of the OD stretch modes of bulk and interfacial water. The averages were carried out over those OD
modes which were dangling at the initial time
Region
Bulk
Interface

1 (ps)

2 (ps)

a1

a2

0.22
0.08

2.6
1.95

0.45
0.46

0.55
0.54

of time correlation of fluctuating frequencies. We, therefore, have looked at the frequency fluctuations of the vibrational stretch frequencies of water molecules present
in the bulk and also at the interfacial regions. The frequency time correlation function is defined as
C (t ) 

 (t ) (0)

 (0)2

,

(8)

where  (t) is the fluctuation from the average frequency
at time t. The average of this equation is over the initial
time and over all the OD groups of interest. We have cal1214

culated the frequency correlations for those OD bonds
which were dangling at the initial time (t = 0). The results
of the frequency time-correlation functions are shown in
Figure 8 for both bulk and interfacial molecules. These
correlations show a fast decay at short times followed by
a slower decay extending up to few picoseconds. These
functions are fitted by biexponential functions and the
resultant weights and relaxation times are included in
Table 2.
Studies of vibrational spectral diffusion in bulk water
have attributed the short time decay component to fast
modulation of stretch frequencies of OD modes of an intact hydrogen bonded pair76,88–96. As water molecules at
the interface can move more freely, the weight of this fast
component is seen to be higher for interfacial molecules.
The slower long time decay can be attributed to breaking
dynamics of hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bond reformation
dynamics, which also occurs with a slower timescale for
interfacial phase as revealed from the lifetimes of dangling OD modes, can also contribute to this slower long
time dynamics of the vibrational frequency fluctuations
of interfacial molecules.
It is seen from the present calculations that the average
lifetime of interfacial water–water hydrogen bonds is
slightly shorter than that of bulk water. Earlier simulation
studies of similar systems using classical models reported
a slower hydrogen bond dynamics for interfacial molecules97–103. Since the interface is characterized by reduced
density of water, there are reduced cooperative effects
among water molecules at the interface which can lead to
a slower dynamics of hydrogen bond breaking and reformation. Indeed, this was the case for liquid–vapour
interfaces59 and was also cited as a possible reason for
slower hydrogen bond dynamics found in classical
model-based studies in earlier simulations of liquid–
liquid interfaces29. The present ab initio simulations
revealed that a weak hydrogen bonding interaction exists
between hydrogen atoms of water and chlorine atom of
CCl4 at the interface (Figure 4). This can be seen from
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 106, NO. 9, 10 MAY 2014
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Figure 9 which shows the distribution of HCl distance
between a water hydrogen and its nearest chlorine of
CCl4 at the interface. It is clear that there is a significant
probability of finding an HCl pair within a distance of
about 3.0 Å, which is the typical cut-off distance of a
hydrogen bond between a hydrogen atom of water and a
charged chlorine atom104. The reason for this weak
hydrogen bonding interaction between water and CCl4
can be attributed to partial charges on chlorine atoms
arising from higher electronegativity of chlorine and also
to its high polarizability. Both these effects are automatically incorporated in the present quantum chemical calculations of interactions and forces, hence such weak
hydrogen bonding effects are seen in the present study.
The binding energy of H2 O–CCl4 dimer was earlier calculated to be 1.4 kcal/mol (ref. 16). It has been found from
the orientational profiles that a water molecule at the
interface prefers to orient in a manner such that one of its
OD bonds is directed towards the bulk phase and other
one towards CCl4. This orientational preference also
favours a weak hydrogen bonding interaction between
water and CCl4 molecules at the interface. These weak
HCl hydrogen bonds provide a second channel of cooperativity in addition to water–water hydrogen bonds and
can favour hydrogen bond breaking and reformation
events. This could be a possible reason, in addition to
other effects such as enhanced diffusion and orientational
relaxation, for our finding a slightly shorter lifetime of interfacial hydrogen bonds compared to that in the bulk
phase of water.

Figure 9. Probability distribution of the distance of D (of water) and its
nearest Cl (of CCl4) at the interface.
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 106, NO. 9, 10 MAY 2014

Conclusions
We have presented a first principles theoretical study of
the structure and dynamics of the liquid–liquid interface
of water–carbon tetrachloride system. We have generated
the trajectories by carrying out ab initio molecular dynamics simulations using the Car–Parrinello technique44
and various properties are calculated by employing a
combination of equilibrium and dynamical methods.
Among the structural properties, we have calculated the
density profiles, orientational profiles, hydrogen bond
distributions, vibrational power spectrum, frequency distributions and also the voids present in the system in bulk
and interfacial regions. As the interface is approached,
the density of water molecules and the number of hydrogen bonds per water molecule decrease. Due to this
decreased density, the radius of voids and the volume
available to the particles increase at the interface. It is
found that the water molecules at the interface are preferentially oriented with one OD of each water pointing
towards the bulk phase and the other pointing towards the
CCl4 side. The calculated vibrational power spectrum of
the interfacial water molecules agrees well with the experimental findings of ref. 16. The distributions of OD
stretching frequencies are also calculated through a time
series analysis and the results are obtained for different
hydrogen bonding environments in the bulk and interfacial regions. The current study also reveals the presence
of a weaker hydrogen bonding interaction between water
and CCl4 molecules in the interfacial region.
On the dynamical side, the interfacial molecules are
found to be more diffusive than the bulk molecules. This
happens due to reduced density and less number of
hydrogen bonds at the interface. These effects also lead to
an increased weight of the fast inertial component of the
rotational relaxation of interfacial molecules. We have
calculated the hydrogen bond dynamics of this system
using population correlation method and have correlated
the dynamics with the results of vibrational frequency
fluctuations calculated through time correlations of fluctuating frequencies of bulk and interfacial water molecules. The longer timescales of the frequency–time
correlations are found to agree well with the lifetimes of
hydrogen bonds. The present study reveals a slightly
shorter lifetime of interfacial hydrogen bonds compared
to that in bulk water. We note that this behaviour is different from the predictions of earlier studies which used
classical potential models29. This slight acceleration of
hydrogen bond dynamics at the interface is attributed to
faster rotational and translational motion of interfacial
molecules and also to the formation of weak HCl
hydrogen bonds between water and CCl4 at the interface.
The possibility of formation of such weak hydrogen
bonds, in addition to water–water hydrogen bonds, adds
to the cooperativity among interfacial molecules and thus
favours hydrogen bond breaking and reformation events.
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SPECIAL SECTION:
We finally note that a dispersion corrected version of the
BLYP functional, the so-called BLYP-D functional or its
variants105, has been used in some of the recent studies of
aqueous systems as inclusion of such dispersion corrections has been shown to produce an improved phase
diagram of water 106,107. In the present work, no such additional dispersion correction has been included in the ab
initio simulations. However, simulations of the water–
carbon tetrachloride interface with a dispersion-corrected
density functional is currently in progress and the results
of such calculations will be reported in a future publication.
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